Clinical and serological profile of systemic sclerosis in Tunisia: A retrospective observational study.
The Prevalence of systemic sclerosis (SSc) and different clinical subsets varies across the world. Few data have been published on SSc patients in North Africa. Our objective was to describe a SSc cohort in south of Tunisia and to compare clinical findings, disease subsets and antibodies with other international SSc populations. In this retrospective observational study, Folders of patients with SSc seen in the internal medicine section of the Hedi Chaker Hospital between 2000 and 2013 were retrospectively analyzed. The diagnosis of SSc was retained according to ACR/EULAR 2013 criteria. Patients were classified into diffuse cutaneous SSc and limited cutaneous SSc subsets. Comparison with other cohorts was made based on published information. A higher female: male ratio (8:1) and a higher diffuse subset prevalence (82%) was found in this Tunisian cohort comparing with others. We also found a lower prevalence of calcinosis and anticentromere antibodies. Within each subset, diffuse cutaneous and limited cutaneous scleroderma clinical findings were similar with other systemic sclerosis populations except for a very low prevalence in renal crisis and pulmonary hypertension. Our results indicate overlap syndrome defined as scleroderma associated with others connective tissue disorder's is a relatively common condition. With slight variations, perhaps due to genetic, environmental or referral factors, SSc in this cohort appears to be similar to that described in other part of the world.